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1515 Restaurant introduces new lounge Rewind, adds patio
Denver, Colo. (Feb. 3, 2016) - 1515 Restaurant owners Gene and Paula Tang have renovated their downstairs
(ground floor) space, creating Rewind, a hip, casual bar where guests can have fun, or relax and unwind. The
façade, entryway and lounge have been completely remodeled, now with a modern, warm, wood-paneled
decor, gorgeous circular LED lights, and accordion windows that will open to the outdoors in the summer,
where guests can enjoy a drink on the new patio.
Rewind brings Old World and New World together, featuring classic cocktails like Old Fashioneds,
Manhattans and Sazeracs made with Colorado spirits and infused syrups made in-house. Chef Tang is already
known for working molecular gastronomy magic for 1515 diners, and is now working with bar manager Rena
Day to create molecular gastronomy cocktails that are fun and surprising, like their Strawberry Champagne
Cocktail featuring strawberry “caviar” pearls that burst in the mouth. They also host Molecular Mondays,
where a new cocktail is created each week, giving guests the opportunity to explore something new.
“We’re so excited to reveal our new downstairs space,” said co-owner Paula Tang. “We want people to be able
to just stop by to have a fun and tasty meal, enjoy classic or modern cocktails, or wines from around the
world.”
The bar menu will focus on small plates and lounge fare, and the regular menu will also be available.
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About Rewind
Chef Gene Tang, along with his wife Paula, have run 1515 restaurant since 1997. Gene’s menus fuse the
flavors of countries from around the globe, while using modern techniques like sous vide and molecular
gastronomy to create new interpretations of traditional dishes.
For more information, please visit www.rewindbar.com. For interviews with owners Gene and Paula Tang and
Bar Manager Rena Day, contact Kuvy Ax at ROOT PR: kuvy@rootpr.com or 720.329.7327.

